
VINYL SIDINg SNIP MODELS
Cuts straight and wide curves.  Hot drop-forged of high carbon steel. Special hollow ground  
bevel edge for cutting vinyl siding, vinyl siding nail lip, vinyl trim, and other soft materials.   
(Note: Do not use these models to cut any gauge metal or wire.)

Special Purpose
Models

Blade edges designed  
to cut special materials

Special Purpose Models of Midwest Snips Kush’n-Kote® forged blade tinner snips  
are the world’s best! We offer four different blade patterns and five different  

models in this product category. Special Purpose Models have been  
designed to cut a specific material or provide a specific cutting feature.

FASTER!
Cuts “Pinch-Thru-Point” 
Precision cuts completely to blade tip 
end which reduces cutting strokes and 
enables complete and accurate trim cuts.  

EASIER!
Stays In Adjustment 
Blade pivot bolt is affixed in bottom blade  
and secured with special locknut to  
hold blades in adjustment.  

SAFER!
Quality Tested
Designed to cut a specific material or  
provide a specific cutting feature.

Long-Lasting Cutting Edge
Hot-drop forged blades are precision ground  
and scientifically heat-treated.

Strong blades
Hot drop-forged process uses grain structure  
of steel to produce maximum strength.

Highest Quality Components
Grade-8 blade pivot bolt is unconditionally   
guaranteed!

Comfortable Handle grips
Kush’n-Kote® textured grips comfort  
user’s hand.

MW-P107SV MW-147CbT MW-P930 MW-P657N

bY-PASS PRUNER SNIP MODEL
Hot drop-forged of high carbon steel. Precision ground cutting edge. Use to prune trees,  
shrubs, flowers, etc. and to cut wood building materials such as dowels, carpet tack board,  
shims, etc. (Note: Do not use this model to cut any gauge metal or wire.)

LATHE SNIP MODEL
Cuts straight and wide curves. Hot drop-forged of molybdenum alloy tool steel for increased  
cutting capacity.  Blade edge specifically designed for cutting lathe materials. Bent handles  
for increased leverage. (Without Kush’n-Kote® handle grips.)

KNIFTI-CUT® SNIP MODEL
Cuts straight and curves and light gauge wire. Hot drop-forged of high carbon steel. Ideal for 
intricate cuts in light sheet metal and other sheet materials. Use to reach tight spaces. Cuts cable  
ties, strapping and soft copper wire. Also handy for stripping wire and opening packaging.

MW-P127SV

MW-P107SV  10-Inch Vinyl Siding Snip
MW-P127SV  12-Inch Vinyl Siding Snip

MW-147CbT  14-Inch Lathe Snip

MW-P930   1/2-Inch by-Pass Pruner Snip

MW-P657N  Knifti-Cut® Snip
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